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Shivalaya JaipurShivalaya Jaipur is a hand block printing company that beliefs to is a hand block printing company that beliefs to
keep the tradition of block printing alive. The main motive of thekeep the tradition of block printing alive. The main motive of the
company to spread the tradition and art of block printing over thecompany to spread the tradition and art of block printing over the
world. The company was originated by Mr. Rahul Parashar in 1992 withworld. The company was originated by Mr. Rahul Parashar in 1992 with
the vision to take block printing beyond the boundaries.the vision to take block printing beyond the boundaries.

We have a wide range of block printed products for everyone such asWe have a wide range of block printed products for everyone such as
Kurtis & Kurtas, Tops & Shorts, Pants & Capris, Skirts, night wear, nightKurtis & Kurtas, Tops & Shorts, Pants & Capris, Skirts, night wear, night
suit, beach wear, Sarees, Dresses, quilts, bedsheets & bedcovers,suit, beach wear, Sarees, Dresses, quilts, bedsheets & bedcovers,
jumpsuits, lehenga sets, table covers, block & Marble printed fabrics,jumpsuits, lehenga sets, table covers, block & Marble printed fabrics,
Baby Quilts Dohars, Cotton Quilts, Kantha Quilts, Duvet Covers,Baby Quilts Dohars, Cotton Quilts, Kantha Quilts, Duvet Covers,
Cushion Covers, Vintage Kantha Quilts etc. Explore our collections andCushion Covers, Vintage Kantha Quilts etc. Explore our collections and
give your wardrobe Indian touch.give your wardrobe Indian touch.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/shivalaya-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/shivalaya-
jaipur-10448jaipur-10448
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